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What is the European Cluster Collaboration Platform?

A web platform – and much more!

Your hub for cluster collaboration in Europe and beyond – for the profit of your members!

- Profile your cluster / business organisation
- Engage with partners & find information
- Make use of our diverse tools...
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EU - Thailand Cluster Cooperation and Matchmaking Event
The European Cluster Collaboration Platform
A Vibrant Platform for Cluster Organisations

**Cluster Organisations Mapping**
The easiest way to find a cluster organisation in Europe

The innovative mapping offers:
- hundreds of cluster organisation profiles
- a large selection of filters (industry sectors, countries, ...)
- a smart correlation with the indicators of the European Cluster Observatory

**International Cooperation**
Cooperation with strategic countries beyond Europe

Key information sources helping clusters and SMEs internationalise:
- information on priority third countries
- "gateways" to EU international support services

**Matchmaking Events**
Opportunities to connect and initiate collaboration in high level events in Europe and beyond

Cluster matchmaking meetings (C2C, C2B) stimulating cooperation for clusters and SMEs through:
- interactive and innovative formats
- professional support
- dedicated financial support to participate in events

**Partner Search**
A forum for cluster organisations to discuss offer/demand/exchange opportunities for collaboration

A virtual, quick and efficient dedicated "marketplace" to:
- find and be found
- trigger direct dialogue with other clusters
- interact with peers in a structured way

**EU Cluster Partnerships**
Implementing joint strategies to go international and specialise

ECCP is the HOME of the newly established European Strategic Cluster Partnerships (ESCPs) offering:
- profile and visibility for ESCPs
- a reserved forum for exchange and collaboration
- an opportunity to showcase partnership activities and success stories
Set up a profile on ECCP and put your cluster on the map!

- Search by multiple criteria: sector, technology fields, country…
- Currently 650+ quality clusters mapped
Cluster Matchmaking Events

The opportunity to engage with peers at international level
ECCP – The Networking Hub: Partner Search

Platform to initiate your collaborations:

- Publish a topic with a call for partners
- Search existing offers (diverse filter options)
ECCP – boosting your collaboration efforts

How to make use of ECCP:

3 Steps to reach highest visibility in the cluster community and be well informed about international collaboration opportunities:

1. Set up your cluster organisation profile on ECCP
2. Subscribe to the ECCP 4-monthly newsletter and weekly digest – latest news from the cluster community every week – and surf on the web platform pages: news, events, open calls, but also information on existing networks and initiatives, partnership offers & demand…
3. Set up your collaborative network: partner search tool, matchmaking events…

See us for help with the profile set up!
Thank you for your attention!

Support needed?
contact@clustercollaboration.eu

Feedback welcome!